Introduction
Theta rhythms occur prominently in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex during active behaviors [1] and play a key role in memory processing [2, 3] . Within each hippocampal theta cycle, bursts of gamma oscillations emerge [4, 5] , raising the possibility that such thetagamma interactions are a critical component of mnemonic operations. Theta-nested gamma oscillations may allow the hippocampal-entorhinal network to temporally organize sequences of events within each theta cycle [6, 7, 8 ,9].
Interactions between theta and gamma oscillations can be assessed by measuring theta-gamma 'coupling'. The most commonly studied form of theta-gamma coupling is theta phase-gamma amplitude coupling, which is defined as a reliable emergence of gamma oscillations at a particular phase of the underlying theta rhythms. Such coupling could arise because gamma-generating circuitry gets activated at a particular theta phase or because interneurons that fire at a particular theta phase disrupt mechanisms of gamma generation.
Here I review recent studies that indicate that coupling between theta and gamma oscillations plays an important role in functions of the entorhinal-hippocampal network. I will first describe recent studies suggesting that thetagamma coupling enhances memory processing. I will then discuss recent results that shed light on the question of how theta-gamma coupling arises. Finally, I will present possible ways in which theta-gamma coupling may promote effective memory processing in the entorhinalhippocampal network.
Theta-gamma coupling and memory operations in the entorhinal-hippocampal network
A relatively early study investigating the link between hippocampal theta-gamma coupling and memory performance was performed in humans implanted with depth electrodes for treatment of temporal lobe epilepsy [10] . In a word recognition paradigm, coupling between theta phase and 45 Hz gamma power was selectively enhanced when patients successfully remembered previously presented words. This finding suggested that recruitment of gamma oscillations at a particular theta phase facilitated retrieval of memories of earlier experiences. Later, consistent results were reported in rats. In an initial important study, animals learned that rewards were associated with two different stimuli in two different contexts [11] . In hippocampal subfield CA3, coupling between theta phase and 40 Hz gamma amplitude improved as animals learned the task. This theta-gamma interaction occurred during exploration before the stimulus choice, a time when animals presumably retrieved their memory of the correct response associated with a particular environment. More recently, Igarashi and colleagues showed that 20-40 Hz oscillations in hippocampal subfield CA1 became more tightly locked to theta phase as animals learned odor-place associations [12 ] . This cross-frequency coupling was observed during the odor-sampling period of the task when animals presumably remembered which reward site was associated with a given odor. In another recent study, 30-45 Hz gamma power in CA1 increased at the point in a delayed spatial alternation task when animals needed to remember which side to choose [13] . Taken together, these results support the hypothesis that coupling between theta phase and 30-45 Hz gamma facilitates retrieval of previously learned memories.
It is noteworthy that each of the studies mentioned above described effects in the 25-45 Hz range, that is, the lower frequency end of the band traditionally defined as gamma. This 'slow gamma' activity synchronizes CA1 with inputs from CA3 [14] [15] [16] [17] , a region that is believed to play a key role in memory retrieval [18] [19] [20] . Thus, it is possible that slow gamma reflects a state in which the entorhinal-hippocampal network is optimally primed to retrieve, rather than encode, memories. If the hippocampus exhibits slow gamma during memory retrieval, then entorhinal inputs may need to synchronize with slow gamma in order for sensory cues to trigger memory retrieval, as occurred in the Igarashi et al. study [12 ] . These interactions across regions are likely to involve both theta and slow gamma, with slow gamma activating cell assemblies that represent a particular memory within a given theta cycle. Consistent with this notion, comodulation of theta and 30-50 Hz slow gamma power was several times higher during spatial memory retrieval than during exploration before memory encoding in a study by Shirvalkar and colleagues [21] . Moreover, comodulation of theta and slow gamma power was higher during successful trials than during error trials.
Another recent study suggested that theta-modulated slow gamma reflects a memory retrieval mode in the hippocampal network. During theta cycles exhibiting slow gamma activity, place cell ensembles represented locations ahead of the animal's actual location [22 ] . Such 'prospective' firing may occur as cells retrieve stored memory representations of upcoming locations.
Yet, some results do not support the hypothesis that theta-modulated slow gamma is involved in memory retrieval. Trimper and colleagues reported that 30-50 Hz gamma coherence between CA3 and CA1 was increased in rats exploring novel objects [23], a behavior during which memory encoding, not memory retrieval, would be expected to occur. Moreover, the observed increases in slow gamma coherence were greater for objects that were subsequently remembered well compared to objects that were remembered poorly. However, in this study, rats experienced many trials containing novel objects in the same set of locations. This led Trimper et al. to speculate that the slow gamma coherence reflected recollection that different objects had been previously presented in those locations. Still, another study showed that slow gamma power in CA1 was greater on a novel W-maze compared to a familiar W-maze [17] . Again though, it is possible that rats retrieved their memory of the general W-maze paradigm in the new maze, considering that novel maze exploration was immediately preceded by a session in the familiar maze. Whatever the case may be, these results challenge the hypothesis that slow gamma plays a role in memory retrieval and demonstrate that much work remains to be done to understand the functional significance of slow gamma.
Theta is not only coupled with slow gamma rhythms in the entorhinal-hippocampal network but also with fast gamma rhythms (60-100 Hz) at a different theta phase [14, 17, 24 ,25]. During periods of fast gamma, CA1 is preferentially synchronized with inputs from the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) [14] . Several recent studies suggested functional roles for such theta-modulated fast gamma coupling in the entorhinal-hippocampal network. Cabral and colleagues found that CA1 fast gamma power was more strongly locked to theta phase in mice using a place-based strategy, rather than a sequence memorybased strategy, to solve a mnemonic task [26 ] . Mice must pay attention to environmental stimuli, such as landmarks, when using a place-based strategy. Under these conditions, theta-modulated fast gamma may facilitate transmission of current sensory information from the entorhinal cortex to the hippocampus. The hippocampus also needs to access current sensory information when encoding new memories, and thus fast gamma coupling between the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex may support memory encoding. A recent study showed that fast, but not slow, gamma power in the MEC was reduced by the drug scopolamine, which blocks memory encoding but not memory retrieval [24 ] . Indirect support for the hypothesis that fast gamma is involved in memory encoding was provided by a study of place cell firing during theta-modulated slow and fast gamma states [22 ] . During theta-modulated fast gamma, individual place cells fired late in their place fields, and place cell ensembles preferentially coded locations in the recent past. Such 'retrospective' activity in the hippocampus may occur in response to persistent firing in entorhinal cortex [27, 28] and may provide the repetitive activation necessary to drive memory encoding [29] .
However, a more recent study challenges the hypothesis that theta-modulated fast gamma facilitates encoding of current information. Yamamoto and colleagues found that fast gamma phase synchrony between CA1 and MEC increased at the choice point of a delayed non-match-toplace task [25] , a location where memory retrieval is expected, not memory encoding. Moreover, such increases were not seen when the animal made an incorrect choice, and correct task performance was disrupted when fast gamma was suppressed at the choice point. The authors suppressed fast gamma by silencing MEC inputs to CA1. Thus, although these results support the conclusion that MEC inputs drive fast gamma in CA1, they are inconsistent with the hypothesis that fast gamma promotes memory encoding. Clearly, more studies are needed to better understand the functional significance of fast gamma in the entorhinal-hippocampal network.
Mechanisms of theta-gamma coupling in the entorhinal-hippocampal network
In addition to theta phase-gamma amplitude coupling, phase-phase coupling has also been reported between theta and gamma [30 ] . Coupling with theta phase was seen for both 30-50 Hz (defined here as 'slow') and 60-90 Hz (defined here as 'fast' but defined in [30 ] as 'midfrequency') gamma phase in CA1. This phase-phase coupling suggests that gamma-generating interneurons become active at a particular theta phase, emitting trains of gamma frequency spikes that produce gamma rhythmic inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in pyramidal cells. Other recent results provide support for this mechanism. Whole cell recordings from dentate gyrus granule cells in vivo revealed theta rhythmic excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs), which originated from the entorhinal cortex, and gamma rhythmic inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) within each theta cycle [31 ] . Additionally, Pastoll and colleagues [32] found that theta frequency stimulation of MEC layer II in vitro triggered theta rhythms and 85 Hz fast gamma oscillations that coupled to a specific part of the theta cycle. This fast gamma activity corresponded to rhythmic IPSCs in stellate cells. These results suggest that theta-mediated excitation activates gamma-generating interneurons at a particular part of the theta cycle.
It remains unclear whether similar or different mechanisms trigger theta-modulated slow and fast gamma rhythms. Gamma frequency in rats was found to increase with running speed [33 ] (but see [34] for different results in mice), as was the frequency of interneuron spiking [33 ] . These findings suggest that similar mechanisms generate slow and fast gamma in rats, with speedmodulated inputs controlling gamma frequency. However, other results support the hypothesis that different mechanisms generate slow and fast gamma. Gamma in the 30-50 Hz and 50-90 Hz ranges was found to be associated with current source density (CSD) analysisdefined sinks in stratum radiatum and stratum lacunosum-moleculare, respectively [30 ] . These results support the conclusion that slow gamma is driven by CA3 inputs and fast gamma is driven by entorhinal inputs. However, a more recent CSD study by Lastoczi and Klausberger reported that 30 Hz gamma oscillations were dominant in stratum lacunosum-moleculare, not stratum radiatum [35] . Spikes from projection neurons in layer III of MEC were phase-locked to the gamma activity in stratum lacunosum-moleculare, suggesting that this activity was driven by MEC [35] . The reason for the frequency differences between these results and the earlier results [30 ] may be due to the use of anesthesia in the majority of experiments in the Lastoczi and Klausberger study [35] . In line with this idea, example recordings obtained by Lastoczi and Klausberger from an anesthesia-free mouse showed 70 Hz gamma in stratum lacunosum-moleculare (see Figure 1C in [35] ). Additionally, the authors recorded multiple interneurons in the apical dendritic region of CA1. Some of these interneurons fired phase-locked to 20-45 Hz oscillations, while others phase-locked to 60-100 Hz oscillations. These results support the hypothesis that different classes of interneurons in CA1 drive slow and fast gamma activity. These different gamma-generating interneuron classes are likely activated by different inputs arriving at different theta phases. Recent evidence raises the possibility that interneurons activated during slow gamma from CA3 inhibit fast gamma from MEC. Specifically, OLM interneurons in CA1, which are activated by CA3, inhibit inputs from entorhinal cortex while at the same time disinhibiting inputs from CA3 [36].
Conclusions
The above-described studies provide evidence that theta-gamma coupling facilitates memory operations in the entorhinal-hippocampal network and suggest a mechanism for how such coupling arises. But the question remains as to why strong coupling between theta phase and gamma amplitude would improve memory processing. If theta-modulated slow and fast gamma serve separate memory retrieval and encoding functions, as hypothesized above, then ensuring that slow and fast gamma episodes occur on different theta phases may prevent interference between memory retrieval and encoding [37] . It will be important to determine whether slow and fast gamma play important roles in retrieval and encoding processes or merely correlate with retrieval and encoding due to their relationships to theta phase. In any case, locking fast gamma to a particular theta phase could ensure that the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus are in the fast gamma mode at the same time, considering that theta is phase-synchronized across the regions [38] (Figure 1) . Maximal firing probability of cells in the superficial layers of entorhinal cortex occurs immediately after the theta phase associated with maximal gamma power [39] . CA1 place cells have also been reported to exhibit maximal firing immediately after the theta phase associated with maximal fast gamma power [14] . Thus, theta-fast gamma coupling in MEC and CA1 may allow entorhinal spikes to arrive when hippocampal cells are likely to respond. Also, fast gamma synchronization of MEC spikes may produce a more powerful output from MEC and thereby increase spiking in CA1, as has been shown to occur during gamma coordination of V1 inputs to V2 [40] .
However, direct demonstrations that coordinated thetagamma coupling improves entorhinal-hippocampal operations are lacking. Thus, it may be the case that memory-related changes in theta-gamma coupling simply mirror memory-related increases in gamma power and phase synchrony [41] . Novel approaches (e.g. optogenetics) should allow researchers to disturb the relationship between gamma power and theta phase without affecting theta or gamma power. Such a manipulation would enable researchers to directly determine how coupling between theta and gamma affects neuronal signaling and memory operations in the entorhinalhippocampal network.
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